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A: It seems the issue lies with VisualARQ not
updating the Rhino view state with the page layout as

it's saving the current state. I've just upgraded
VisualARQ and the issue is now resolved. Q: Delete
a row after PostgreSQL's autovacuum isn't finished I

have the following situation. I have several tables,
let's call them T1, T2,..., T100. Each of these tables
contains a lot of data. And there's something like a

"policy" which decides, if a table would be deleted or
not. If this policy is "keep it" then each table keep
the data. If it's "delete" then it's auto deleted, and

that's OK. The problem is, that the system needs to
delete the tables somehow, when autovacuum can't
finish. It means, that it needs to skip the "delete"
phase, and just delete the data. How I can do it? I

can't just truncate the tables or something like that,
because the last operation to do is some report

calculations. Of course I can kill the auto vacuum
daemon, but this is something which should be very
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rare. The best option I can think of, is to write a
postgres trigger on every tables. And run there a for

loop where I delete the records one by one. This
probably won't scale, but I don't know any other
options. If my question is unclear, or there's any

other info I should give, let me know. Btw, i'm using
PostgreSQL 9.0. Thank you. A: What about using
temp tables? Another option is to create a refresh

function (not a constraint!) on the table(s) of interest.
When you execute the query to refresh, you can
leave the table(s) open, but immediately after the

refresh, delete the data. For example, the following
creates a function that looks at a table and deletes the
contents. The table is not supposed to be deleted until

a later time. -- Create the function CREATE OR
REPLACE FUNCTION refresh_table() RETURNS
TRIGGER LANGUAGE plpgsql AS $$ BEGIN --

Insert every row in the table FOR i IN 1..100 LOOP
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